CHEYENNE FRONTIER DAYS™ CODE OF CONDUCT

All Cheyenne Frontier Days™ (CFD) guests are expected to maintain reasonable and appropriate behavior at all times.

CFD management reserves the right to deny entry, or eject from CFD property, guests displaying inappropriate behavior as determined by CFD management. Ejected guests will not receive a refund for their tickets or be compensated in any way.

INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR INCLUDES BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO:

- Standing on chairs/seats, aisles or blocking the view of other patrons
- Drunk and disorderly conduct
- Fighting or challenging others to fight
- Interference with the event, or participants of the event in any way
- Throwing, tossing, or discharging any object
- Using profanity and/or other offensive words (verbal or written)
- Taunting or using offensive language against the performers or staff members
- Entering a seating area without the correct ticket
- Disturbing other guests enjoyment of the event
- Failure to comply with directions of facility personnel
- Violating CFD rules, regulations, and Security Orders
- Violating any local, state, or federal laws